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ABSTRACT

During the past two years the attention of many persons interested in the field of journalism, including those of us who vicariously enjoy an association with the profession by teaching journalism subjects in high schools and colleges, has been directed to a situation which points up the question of whether competition stimulates or stifles newspaper enterprise. While mergers of newspapers in the United States have come about to some extent because of the need for economic stability, there are those who claim that the lack of competition has made newspapers complacent, and the fire of leadership and enthusiasm which has led journalism down its 270-year colorful history in the United States is flickering and in danger of going out.

Herbert Brucker, writing in the Saturday Review, April 25, 1958, posed the question: "Is the Press Writing Its Obituary?" in an article in which he discussed the situation in Middletown, New York, where the long-established daily newspaper, the Times Herald, found itself challenged by a newcomer, the Record. Facts of the case were startling. In a community which by most measurements should have been able to support only one good newspaper, both the conservative Times Herald and the newcomer Record maintained practicable
advertising percentages, and in circulation the *Times Herald* secured commendable increases while the *Record* jumped by leaps and bounds. The 9,000 circulation which the *Times Herald* maintained before the *Record* began publication was a good average for a city of 22,000 population like Middletown; but the concentrated effort toward building circulation which the *Times Herald* and the *Record* exerted between 1956 and 1959 netted them a combined total exceeding 31,000, truly a startling and exceptional achievement.

Interesting personalities figured in the picture at Middletown, also. Ralph McAllister Ingersoll, remembered for his picture tabloid *PM* of the early 1940's, was the power behind the *Times Herald* after 1951, and Jacob M. "Jack" Kaplan, a financier with many business interests, started the *Record* in 1956. Although Ingersoll flatly stated that one of the newspapers would fold within five years, Kaplan claimed that there was a place for both newspapers in Middletown and that they and the town would profit by the competition.

On the surface the story reflects fairy tale features, and with competition a moot question in many lines of business today, the Middletown situation seemed to call for a study to determine whether or not Brucker, as well as Kaplan, was correct in his observation that newspapers today are losing ground because of their complacency, and competition enhances rather than hinders
successful newspaper operation.
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CHAPTER I

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEWSPAPER
IN THE UNITED STATES

Growth of Newspapers

Two of the important factors which help to build and maintain a democratic government are responsibility and enterprise, and the profession of journalism has incorporated these two factors as the evolution of newspapers in the United States has reflected the trends of promoting the people's right to know while keeping in mind that business enterprise must be profitable to be really successful.

When the nation was young, the town meeting provided the means of carrying on the government of the community. As the population and the communities grew, however, it became impractical if not impossible for all the people to attend these meetings, and they relied more and more upon the news chronicles, which were issued weekly or semi-weekly, for their information about government affairs.

From their slow beginnings because of mechanical limitations in typesetting and printing, newspapers grew in number as fast as the nation itself mushroomed. Newspaper publishing has followed an historical parallel
with the trends in American industry. Just as many large manufacturing enterprises can trace their beginning back to the single artisan, so the newspaper can go back to the printer-publisher in his shop.\(^1\) A small initial investment of only \$500 enabled James Gordon Bennett in 1835 to start publishing his New York Herald and Horace Greeley needed only \$1,000 in addition to his own printing press to start the Tribune.\(^2\)

All but two of the colonies, Delaware and New Jersey, had newspapers at the end of 1766. The number totaled twenty-three, all weeklies, including four newspapers in Boston and three in New York.\(^3\) Just before the Revolution thirty-seven newspapers were in the colonies, but only twenty came through the war. Six years after the war began, however, thirty-five newspapers still were serving the colonies because new ventures were started from time to time to offset the newspapers which failed. Nearly all of these newspapers still were weeklies, although attempts were made to establish semi-weeklies or tri-weeklies.\(^4\)

\(^2\)Ibid., p. 116.
\(^4\)Ibid., p. 95.
By 1833 there were 1,200 newspapers in the United States, and the number jumped to 3,000 by 1860, 4,500 by 1870, and 12,000 by 1890. Dailies had increased by 50 percent in the fifty-seven years from 1833 to 1890, more rapidly than weeklies. Daily newspapers multiplied from none in 1650 to 2,250 in 1892, and weeklies grew to 12,500 by 1892, with the number of semi-weeklies tripling to 600 by 1892. Circulation spread with a steady pace in proportion to the growth in the number of newspapers, also. In 1914 newspapers reached the highest point in United States journalistic history, but in the five years from 1914 to 1919, 2,435 newspapers dropped from the scene with scores of dailies and hundreds of weeklies wiped out by consolidation and others quietly "giving up the ghost." A greater decrease in the number of dailies was noted in the consolidation flurry of the 1920's than in most of the depression years of the 1930's, except in the years 1938 and 1939. As a result of the mergers in the 1920's a decrease of five per cent developed in the number of dailies and by 1939 a decrease of an additional three per cent had developed. The number of English language daily newspapers in

5Ibid., pp. 404-411.
6Ibid., p. 549.
7Ibid., p. 634.
8Ibid., p. 675.
the United States decreased during the early 1940's and reached the lowest point in fifty years with 1,744 in the fall of 1944. During the last half of the decade a slight increase in the number of dailies was noted each year while weeklies decreased about a thousand in number during the decade. During the 1940's increases in the costs of labor and materials were passed on to consumers in higher circulation and advertising rates, and in most cases the increases in rates had no adverse effect on circulation. The aggregate daily circulation increased from 40,000,000 in 1940 to 52,000,000 in 1949.

In the last five years of the 1950's, the number of daily newspapers in the United States decreased from 1,765 in 1955 to 1,751 in 1959. Circulation increased during the same period, however, reaching a high of 57,805,445 in 1958. Weekly newspapers reached a high of 8,478 with a circulation of 18,529,199 in 1959.

**Mergers and Consolidations**

As national industry enlarged from the small company through the partnership to the large corporate organization of today, the newspaper seemed naturally to follow.

---

9Ibid., p. 771.
10Ibid., p. 784.
the same evolution of business organization. With Joseph
Pulitzer came the development of mass circulation; then
the Scripps brothers brought in the idea of the newspaper
chain, even before the plan became popular in retail
merchandizing. Mergers and consolidations have been
common in the newspaper publishing business in recent
years.12

All kinds of newspapers are essential in a demo-
cracy, but some authorities argue that the press "speaks
with fewer and fewer voices."13 Traditionally in the
history of the United States anyone who wanted to be
heard and who could line up a press could and did start
a newspaper. Now the trend seems to be toward chain
ownership and what is called "boiler plate uniformity."14

Newspaper experimentation has almost disappeared
and in the cities, where the bulk of the population ever
is concentrating, the number of newspapers steadily de-
clines.15 The only evidence of the tradition of the in-
dependent newspaper is in the small town where young men
with courage and ideas launch small newspaper operations.
But these are rare, and many times the cost of operation

12Bond, op. cit., p. 117.

13Svirsky, Leon (ed.), Your Newspaper: Blueprint
for a Better Press (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1949), pp. 188-189.

14Ibid., p. 189.

15Ibid.
in a short time gobbles up the courage, enterprise and faith of the singular figure in the midst of monopolies. The day when a poor man could start a newspaper is gone.  

Even a small newspaper press is expensive. To establish a new metropolitan newspaper, publishers now estimate, would take five to ten million dollars.  

One of the criticisms of newspapers where ownership is limited and sometimes continues to shrink is that freedom of expression could thus be endangered. This criticism is supported by such facts as these:

1. Ten states have no cities with competing daily newspapers.

2. Competing newspapers can be found, actually, in only 117 cities.

3. A fourth of the daily circulation in this country is controlled by eighteen newspapers owned by only fourteen companies.  

As evidence of the danger of newspaper monopolies, critics recall the incident in Springfield, Massachusetts, in 1946 and 1947. Under the same control were the four newspapers of the city—the Morning Union, Evening Union, Republican and Daily News. When, in September of 1946, the mechanical departments went on strike, all four newspapers were stymied and ceased

---

16 Ibid., p. 190.

17 Ibid., p. 189.

18 Bond, op. cit., p. 8.
publication. Springfield was without a local news outlet from that time until well into 1947. 19

Most daily newspapers today are owned by corporations because corporate enterprises are more advantageous than individually-owned enterprises. 20 With the split personality of operating as a social institution as well as a business enterprise, a newspaper today faces problems which are not encountered by other business ventures, and in addition must deal with situations peculiar to the newspaper world. 21

World War I helped to inflame the rash of consolidation of publications. For instance, the Chicago Inter Ocean merged with the Record-Herald under the name of the Herald, then the Herald consolidated with the Examiner, leaving Chicago with only two morning newspapers, the Tribune and the Herald-Examiner. Consolidations were more general in the morning newspapers which suffered more from war conditions than did evening publications. 22 Consolidation began in the smaller cities but with the depression years and the advantage of merging, the number of newspapers in even the larger cities

19 Ibid.

20 Ibid., p. 118.


22 Mott, op. cit., p. 636.
could be counted on one hand.  

**Introduction of Tabloids**

Another development in the field of journalism was the coming of the modern tabloid. Ironically, the format of the tabloid was not new. Early-day newspapers were small in page-size and had few pages, but this was because of the limitations in the printing facilities. The modern tabloid emphasizes that the small size is convenient for folding, and also boasts many pages.

Recently gaining in popularity, the tabloid is throwing off an ugly stigma resulting from the fact that some publishers of earlier tabloids used sensationalism to help promote circulation. Among those publishers were Robert R. McCormick, Joseph M. Patterson, Bernarr Macfadden and William Randolph Hearst, colorful figures no less exciting than their brainchild publications; but for a time the elements of good taste were sorely strained as each newspaper sought supremacy.

The dirty taste of the gutter journalism practiced for a time by the tabloids takes a while to rinse out, but in the past twenty years tabloid journalism has been

---

23 Ibid., p. 637.
24 Ibid., p. 666.
25 Ibid., pp. 637-638.
26 Ibid., p. 671.
recognized by three characteristics:

1. Small page size in comparison with the traditional eight-column newspapers.

2. Much space given to pictures.

3. Condensed and lively presentation of the news, disregarding at times the customary summary lead.\(^27\)

The problem with some tabloids—with their accent on pictures, comics and puzzles—is to find the reading matter.\(^28\)

**The Newspaper as a Public Servant**

"To measure the value of a journalistic medium to the advertiser, measure the size and quality of its circulation."\(^29\) But some authorities argue that a newspaper's importance has little close relationship to its circulation, that the importance of a newspaper is reflected by its purpose and integrity.\(^30\) In the United States the eight hundred cities with populations between 10,000 and 50,000 have residents interested in local events and personal affairs just as much as they are interested in world events.\(^31\)

\(^{27}\)Ibid., p. 673.

\(^{28}\)Bond, op. cit., p. 112.

\(^{29}\)Ibid., p. 301.

\(^{30}\)Ibid., p. 107.

\(^{31}\)Wolseley and Campbell, op. cit., p. 110.
Newspapers in towns of this category serve their communities as no other instrument of public information or opinion, because the people want a "medium of communication which reflects their ideals and their attitudes, their customs and conventions, their behavior patterns and their intellectual lives." These newspapers control seven-eighths of the daily newspaper output in the United States, and of the 1,700 of these dailies 1,200 have no local competition. These newspapers concentrate on local news, although they may subscribe to a wire service. Locally written features are generally lacking in some of the small dailies, but an effort is being made to improve the coverage of local feature material which abounds in the small cities.

Some large cities have newspapers which do not care for rural circulation; they consider such service too expensive and perhaps find no merit for themselves in the fact that rural readers are enough of a potential that they figure in the success of weekly magazines.

Newspapers build prestige by the news, opinions and advertising emanating from their pages, but they need readers to reflect this prestige; therefore circulation

\[\text{\textsuperscript{32}} \text{Ibid.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{33}} \text{Ibid.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{34}} \text{Ibid.}, pp. 114-115.\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{35}} \text{Svirsky, op. cit.}, p. 71.\]
is important to the financial success of newspaper organizations.\textsuperscript{36} Every day people in the United States buy newspapers—57,000,000 of them—and about three-fifths are evening editions.

Newspapers must sell subscriptions and single copies to augment income and to build prestige as an advertising medium because the larger the circulation the better the chance for newspapers to have independence as business enterprises and social institutions.\textsuperscript{37}

To hold the large circulation, or to succeed in any department, newspapers have come to realize that the second function of journalism, that of influencing readers, is becoming as important as the first function, that of informing the readers. Complexity is the hallmark of this age, and modern man frequently finds himself in the midst of conflict and confusion with complex situations arising which require interpretation and explanation; and background material often is needed to supplement the facts in the news columns.\textsuperscript{38} "The ordinary mortal caught in the maze of economics, science or invention needs to be led by the hand through its intricacies."\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{36}Wolseley and Campbell, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 116.
\textsuperscript{37}\textit{Ibid.}, p. 542.
\textsuperscript{38}\textit{Ibid.}, pp. 10-11.
\textsuperscript{39}Bond, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 6.
Specialization has reached into the field of journalism, also, and the best newspapers strive to secure for their staffs men and women who have backgrounds in particular fields to better explain to the average person the facets of new developments.\textsuperscript{40} Besides introducing and exposing, newspapers now educate, counsel and advise the general reader. Reviews of creative presentations such as motion pictures, plays, musical events, exhibits and books satisfy the interest of some readers in the various art forms, and critical articles give people the opportunity to develop better judgment and better taste.

Since readers have extended their demands on newspapers over the years, beyond merely the supplying of information, to include influencing and entertaining the public, newspaper organizations have become more complex and massive. As newspapers have grown from local to national and to international scope, they also have become so diversified as to include all kinds of news stories as well as features and puzzles.\textsuperscript{41}

Thus journalism in the United States has become both a social institution and a business enterprise; and although metropolitan newspapers, because they are corporately owned, have become so depersonalized that readers often do not know who the publishers are, and a

\textsuperscript{40}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{41}Wolseley and Campbell, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 9.
point for argument is whether serving the public or making a profit is more important, still journalism more than any other business enterprise emphasizes its role as "servant to society."  

The Newspaper Today

Demand for newspapers is at an all-time peak with the 57,000,000 copies being sold in the United States every day, according to D. Tennant Bryan, president of the American Newspaper Publishers Association. Publisher of the Richmond, Virginia, News-Leader and the Times-Dispatch, Bryan disputes any contention that mergers or consolidations of newspapers are any indication that a trend exists towards newspaper debilitation.

Delegates to the seventy-fourth annual meeting of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, held in April, 1960, in New York, were impressed with the idea that many problems would be in store for the American newspaper industry, but that the years ahead would be full of prospects for continued development and growth. "... All of us are searching constantly for new and better ways of producing newspapers and for more efficiency and more economic operation," observed Mark Ferree,

42Ibid., p. 33.

vice-president of the association.44

Problems outlined by Ferree in the coming years included the problem of "maintaining our trusteeship" of the right of the people to know; the problem of finding the revenue sufficient to operate; the problem of the increasing competition for the advertising dollar; the problem of meeting the "constantly rising cost spiral."45 Indeed, the mergers of newspapers are merely a natural working of economics to effect operating conservation through a joint production plant, and reflect in no way the demand for newspapers.46

To generalize about journalism is difficult because there are news agencies which distort the truth, high-minded journalists who suffer for the cause of truth, and prejudiced observers who can make a case for either distrust of or faith in the press. But newspapers have, in the 270 years of American journalism, been read for news; and they have furnished that news faithfully, honestly and as completely as possible.47


45Ibid.

46Devlin, loc. cit.

47Mott, op. cit., p. 788.
Middletown

Middletown, New York, was the setting for the lively experiment in newspaper competition which lasted four years and unquestionably brought about improvement in newspaper publication. Middletown is a marketing center of nearly 24,000 population in the black-dirt farmlands sixty-five miles northwest of New York City. In Republican Orange county, Middletown is the second largest city. Newburgh, on the Hudson river and twenty-four miles across the county from Middletown, has a population of over 32,000. The United States Military Academy is not far from Newburgh, but Middletown is closer to Goshen, the county seat. With a population of 154,000, Orange county has been increasing in population gradually since 1955. The county area comprises 829 square miles.

Middletown is in the state which boasts the financial center of the United States--New York City. The state ranks high in textiles, paper, steel, chemicals, tools, electrical equipment, scientific instruments. Dairying leads the farming pursuits, and New York is the second largest producer of grapes and maple sugar. The state also produces a number of vegetables and fruits.
Fig. 1

Map of Orange County, New York
Middletown itself has railroad shops, foundries, a tannery and silk mills. Companies in the city manufacture shirts, hats, leather goods, handbags, files and saws, wrapping, printing and silk machinery, and paper boxes; and some companies process fur.1

Smaller towns which Middletown serves include Goshen, the county seat, with a population of 3,700; Port Jervis with 9,441; Walden, 4,500; Warwick, 3,100; Chester, 1,215; Monroe, 1,753; and several villages with less than 1,000 population each.

Issues of both the Times Herald and the Record, and communication with residents of Middletown reveal that this community is little different from communities of like size in other parts of the country. Civic clubs and ladies' organizations are active, and school activities are varied and numerous. In the years covered by this study one of the most popular sports was bowling, with men and women's leagues in full swing during the winter months. Middletown High School also was putting forth every effort to maintain a fine record established by the school football team.

Chief Characteristics of the Times Herald

Like many small city daily newspapers, the Times Herald was the only one in town before 1956. This

newspaper was a conservative publication; a little stodgy, but profitable. Ralph McAllister Ingersoll, well-known figure in the newspaper field and known to others as the creator of the picture tabloid PM, a publication without advertising, in the early 1940's purchased the Times Herald in 1951 and retired to a 1,000-acre farm in Castleton, Virginia, to raise Angus cattle and to write his memoirs.2

A look at copies of the Times Herald in October of 1955, four years after Ingersoll acquired the newspaper and a year before the Record began operation, reveals a good publication marked with good news coverage and quality writing, attractive but not outstanding makeup, and a moderate sprinkling of pictures. What was lacking was controversy and color. Controversial issues were given little play and feature articles were infrequent.

Ingersoll's name was not listed in the masthead, which was prominent at the top of the first column on the editorial page. Listed as publisher was Helena S. Mauroso. Editorials were printed in the first column which was one-and-a-half columns wide, eighteen picas instead of the customary twelve picas wide. A political cartoon and a cartoon comic also appeared regularly on the editorial page.

2 "It's War in Middletown," Newsweek, LIII (May 11, 1959), p. 67
Columns featured regularly in the *Times Herald* in 1955 included Westbrook Pegler's "Fair Enough," Drew Pearson's "The Merry-Go-Round," Dick Milburn's "Bittersweet," and, always on the editorial page, a column by Othman. On the last page of each issue were columns by Walter Winchell and Louella Parsons, and scattered through the pages were Hal Boyle's features, Sam Dawson's "Business Mirror," Bob Thomas' "Hollywood," and Mary Haworth's Mail.

Two pages of each issue were given to women's features. One of these pages, called the "magazine" page, carried stories about fashions, child care, cooking and sewing, and personality helps. The other women's page included stories about social events in and around Middletown. The stories were creditably written but the makeup of the pages was poor; and although light-face headlines were used, a sameness about them made the pages uninteresting. Apparently little effort was made to secure photographs of social events, particularly weddings.

On the comic strip page nine comic strips were featured, including "Mickey Finn," "Rex Morgan, M.D.," "Big Ben Bolt," "Peanuts," "Snuffy Smith," "Etta Kett," "Steve Canyon," "Li'l Abner," and "Blondie." The cartoon comic on that page was "Room and Board."

Issues averaged sixteen to eighteen pages and a
glance through any issue suggested good advertising lineage with quarter-page advertisements common and full-page spreads not unusual. Large advertisements and multiple advertising layouts on many pages, however, forced the stories on those pages to resemble filler for the pages rather than good news coverage. A better practice might have been to use stories of local events with the large advertising layouts. Classified advertisements extended over a page-and-a-half and the pages, as well as the individual columns, were marked by good makeup.

Each week a schedule of radio and television programs was printed in a format convenient for subscribers to clip and fold for easy reference throughout the following week. The traditional church page was included each week, usually on Friday.

Although there were stories about news events in other towns in Orange county sprinkled through the issues of the *Times Herald* in 1955, apparently little effort was made, in the way of makeup, to appeal to readers outside of Middletown but in the trade territory of the city. Many of the area stories were found on the inside pages, while space on the front page was given to national Associated Press releases of news events likely to be of only secondary interest to readers of the *Times Herald*. 
Physically the Times Herald resembled the average full-sized newspaper in format. The popular eight-column pages were used, each column twelve picas wide and twenty-two inches long. Gothic type employed for the headlines gave the newspaper a modern accent, although banner headlines were not as much evidenced as they might have been. Although pictures were found throughout the pages of each issue, apparently little effort was made to incorporate photography as a basic element in the coverage of news events.

Ralph McAllister Ingersoll

The man who had purchased this newspaper in 1951 and had retired to his farm in Virginia to write his memoirs was Ralph McAllister Ingersoll, probably best known for a lively journalistic experiment which failed. Ingersoll nonetheless had carried a great deal of influence in the field of journalism. His colorful career had included editorial responsibilities on the New Yorker, Time and Fortune magazines.

PM, the tabloid newspaper with the magazine format, was the experimental journalistic failure for Ingersoll, although most authorities agree that the newspaper had merit and failed only because its creator was a little too idealistic in setting up the business management through which the venture was to be sustained and
ultimately show a profit. Ingersoll, bent on convincing the world that the management of the new magazine was independent and bowed to no pressures, established *PM* without an advertising department and included no advertisements in the format. Ingersoll idealistically was confident that circulation from subscriptions and street sales eventually would support the enterprise.

A Yale graduate who also attended Columbia, Ingersoll was a reporter for the *New Yorker*, then managing editor; was associate editor and later managing editor for *Fortune*; doubled as vice-president and general manager for *Time, Inc.*, and for two years was publisher of *Time*. After the experience with *PM* and a stint in the army during World War II, Ingersoll took over supervision of his third wife's financial interests.3

As manager of his wife's financial affairs, Ingersoll became the owner of the only daily newspaper in Middletown, New York, in 1951; and subsequently he became involved in circumstances which have been watched with interest by many concerned with the future of communications and publications.

Evidently Ingersoll took to heart the advice of a mining superintendent for whom he was working shortly after graduation from Yale. Ingersoll had been

"Investor Ingersoll," *Newsweek*, XXXIX (January 7, 1952), p. 52
recommended for a promotion but was not advanced because, as the superintendent commented, Ingersoll had been too reasonable. "A man's got to stand up for himself to get along in this world," the superintendent advised the younger man.  

Just as some insight to an artist is gained by looking at his paintings, so a better understanding of Ralph Ingersoll might be gained by a consideration of his brainchild *FM*, which incorporated much of his idealism for the field of journalism. Marshall Field, wealthy American who eventually was to gain control of the new publication, first learned of the unique characteristics of *FM* through his lawyer who commented on the interesting aspects of the dummies of the newspaper which Ingersoll was circulating in an effort to raise financial support. Meaningless conventions of the orthodox press were to be ignored, and the principles of American democracy were to be promoted as the newspaper interpreted the news events of the day.  

Ingersoll claimed that he got the idea for his newspaper in 1923 when, during a pressmen's strike,

---


the New York dailies had published an eight-page daily in tabloid format. An opinion was aired, however, that the PM venture was prompted somewhat by the desire of Ingersoll to make a name for himself and to gain a place of distinction in the hierarchy of journalism. Although he was a capable editor and his salary approached $45,000 a year, Ralph Ingersoll was forty years old and in the field of journalism was considered only a modest success. Whatever his reasons, Ingersoll had in mind a new kind of newspaper with PM, an evening publication with smaller pages than the other tabloids. He was competing with four other evening daily newspapers in New York, all four with less circulation than the morning tabloid, Daily News. It was not Ingersoll's evening newspaper competitors, however, but the morning tabloid which threatened news dealers with suspension of Daily News deliveries if they agreed to accept for sale copies of PM. Ingersoll, of course, confronted Captain Patterson, publisher of the Daily News, and challenged Patterson for the pressure tactics of the Daily News on the news dealers. Patterson used a new cold-set ink and superior stock,

\[ \text{6Ibid.} \]

\[ \text{7Ibid.; pp. 416-417.} \]

\[ \text{8"Birth of a Daily," Time, XXXV (January 22, 1940), p. 38.} \]
emphasized that he wanted nothing to happen to the Daily News, recalling that twenty years before the New York Times had predicted that the Daily News would fold. Time had shown, however, that not only had the Daily News continued publication, but the newspaper had progressed greatly—while the New York Times "remained the same."

Later Patterson decided that PM was no threat to his own publication, and joined other newspaper publishers in treating the new publication with condescension rather than with open hostility.9

With four columns to the page and thirty-two pages per issue, PM was to contain fifty per cent art work (pictures and drawings). At first Ingersoll was interested in offset printing processes, but he decided that lithography was not ready for high-speed makeup which he needed, so the printing was done by the traditional letterpress method.10 Ironically, of course, the offset technique was "ready" in 1956 when, in Middletown, New York, Ingersoll's competitor employed offset as the printing medium for the newspaper which entered competition with Ingersoll's Times Herald.

To enhance the appearance of his 1940 publication, Ingersoll used a new cold-set ink and superior stock,

9Stewart and Tebbel, op. cit., pp. 418-419.

giving the newspaper better-than-average reproduction.\textsuperscript{11}
The first issues were handsome, the pages stapled together like a magazine, with superior photography, fine maps and excellent radio coverage.

Rights for the publication's title, which had a double meaning for "afternoon" and "picture magazine," were purchased from a printing group which had a trade paper by that name.\textsuperscript{12} Many of the new trends in journalism were incorporated into the newspaper, including the abandoning of the traditional summary lead for news stories which told the "who, what, when, where, why and how" of the news events. As with \textit{Time}, with which Ingersoll had previously been affiliated, emphasis in the new publication was on interpretation of the news.\textsuperscript{13} Writers such as Dorothy Parker and Oscar Levant worked for nothing on the first stories and the dummies of the newspaper, indicating their willingness to promote anything progressive in the field of journalism.\textsuperscript{14}

Like \textit{Time}, again, the features of the new publication were departmentalized under such headings as "war, domestic, New York, Hollywood, radio, critical, political,"

\textsuperscript{11}\textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{12}\textit{Ibid.}, p. 39.
\textsuperscript{13}\textit{Mott, op. cit.}, p. 688.
\textsuperscript{14}"PM Now Sure of Its Birthday," \textit{op. cit.}, p. 38.
sports, business, opinion, national, education, and useful items." All of the writers were experts in their fields. No editorial page as such was included, but letters to the editor were encouraged and the best printed along with comments pertinent to the letters written by one of the authorities or experts on the staff.  

One of the innovations was no advertising, a policy which was meant to promote and insure independence. But Ingersoll obviously recognized the importance, indeed of newsworthiness itself, of advertising because a digest of worthwhile items offered in advertisements in other newspapers was included in each issue of FM.  

Unfortunately, however, so much publicity, both gratis and paid, had advertised the new publication that people really had come to expect too much and they were disappointed. In addition, difficulties in the staff and the mechanical departments caused the publication to retreat on some of its uniqueness; and, finally, all of the original stockholders withdrew—except Marshall Field. Much was made of Ingersoll's entrance into the armed services during World War II. His draft board called him in 1942 and Marshall Field attempted to get him deferred  

15 Ibid., pp. 39-40.  
16 Ibid., p. 40.  
17 Stewart and Tebbel, op. cit., p. 419.
because Ingersoll was in a "position essential to public morale." Ingersoll himself wrote a 6,000-word letter which was published in PM and in which he accused the draft board of calling him because of dislike for his newspaper. He also called for a clear ruling on the status of newspapermen in the emergency. Then, with his views widely circulated and publicized, Ingersoll enlisted in the army.  

Sometime during his service with the army, Ingersoll lost his eagerness for the publication he had created. He used as excuse for resigning his affiliation with PM the fact that Marshall Field had decided to accept advertising; and, after Ingersoll's withdrawal, the newspaper was doomed, although attempts were made to maintain publication.

Failure is a relative word and perhaps PM could not rightly be called a complete failure, except financially, because in its short life the publication made important contributions to the cause of journalism. Editorials by Max Lerner were examples of excellent writing; coverage of medical, racial and anti-monopoly matters were notable; insurance scandals and income taxes were specialities; and the staff was brilliant.

---

18 Ibid., p. 421.
20 Mott, op. cit., p. 772.
Other newspapers, though few of them would admit it, were affected by the coverage and content of PM. The reforms instigated in the new publication had to be recognized by the large dailies. Reporters on other newspapers, while disgusted with the PM "do-gooders," were prodded to better their own efforts.21

This, then, is the background of the man who purchased the Middletown Times Herald in 1951 as a vehicle to help finance his retirement; but who rolled up his sleeves and went to work again in 1956 when newspaper competition began in Middletown with the establishment of the Record, a morning offset publication.

21Stewart and Tebbel, op. cit., p. 423.

Kaplan, the behind-the-scenes competitor of Ralph Mockillister Ingersoll in the battle of Middletown journalism, is an interesting figure in his own right. Possessing an interest in democracy based upon a well-informed public, Kaplan offered three reasons for entering the field of journalism, which was a new departure for him despite his varied interests in the business world. His reasons were:

1. The less expensive offset machinery which made possible the establishment of a daily newspaper "from scratch" with less capital.

1"All It Takes To Start a Newspaper," Editor and Publisher, LXXX (December 19, 1959), p. 50.
CHAPTER III

THE COMING OF THE RECORD

Jacob M. Kaplan

Although Middletown, New York, seemingly was an unlikely place for the arena of a lively newspaper war, a challenger to the long-established Times Herald came upon the scene in July of 1956 in the form of the Record, a newspaper supported by Jacob M. "Jack" Kaplan, a financier who said he was "worried about the decline of newspapers in the United States." \(^1\)

Kaplan, the behind-the-scenes competitor of Ralph McAllister Ingersoll in the battle of Middletown journalism, is an interesting figure in his own right. Professing an interest in democracy based upon a well-informed public, Kaplan offered three reasons for entering the field of journalism, which was a new departure for him despite his varied interests in the business world. His reasons were:

1. The less expensive offset machinery which made possible the establishment of a daily newspaper "from scratch" with less capital.

\(^1\)"All It Takes To Start a Newspaper," Editor and Publisher, XLII (December 19, 1959), p. 39.
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2. An interest in the services—informing, influencing and encouraging—which only a community newspaper can perform.

3. His personal observation that many newspapers, particularly in the small towns, were not operating as successfully as they could or should.

Kaplan, the son of a rabbi, was born on a farm near Lowell, Massachusetts, and he rebelled against the poverty his family was forced to live in. He first worked as an office boy for the Sugar Products Company in New York. When he was only eighteen years old the company sent him to the Dominican Republic where, in ten years, he expanded the business to Puerto Rico, Haiti, Cuba and South America while advancing to the position of executive vice-president of the company. Eventually Kaplan formed his own company, which later absorbed the company for which he had first worked.

Kaplan took over and operated the Herns Department Stores in New York for a time, but he did not enjoy retailing. His most publicized business achievement in recent years was the rehabilitation and expansion of the Welch Grape Juice Company, when he helped grape growers to form a cooperative.²

Kaplan's Views on Journalism

Kaplan believed that everyone profits when a small
community has competing newspapers. "All it takes is money, a will to invest for the common good as a basis for deserved profits, brains to put out a newspaper with principles and integrity, and a desire to serve your fellow man," he declared.

Kaplan maintained that the Times Herald was a better newspaper because of the competition with the Record. He reported that Ingersoll had called shortly after the Record began publication to say that one of the newspapers would be out of business within five years, and Kaplan had suggested that they both would be better off with the two newspapers. "Competition is the spark of life," Kaplan quipped.³

Ingersoll had his own idea of the venture into competition, however. "The issue is free enterprise versus tax-deductible money. The Record is a 'me, too' paper," typically reflected Ingersoll's comments. When Ingersoll suggested that the Record had cut advertising rates and employed a formula of circulation at any price, David Bernstein, editor of the Record, countered with "Ingersoll once tried to prove the best newspaper was one without advertising. Failing in this, he is now trying to prove the best newspaper is one without circulation."⁴

³Ibid.

⁴"It's War in Middletown," loc. cit.
Perhaps Kaplan struck the note of truth when he suggested that many newspapers were not fulfilling their responsibilities. "I am very concerned with this drying up, this elimination of newspapers," he said. "People are not as well informed as they ought to be." Kaplan claimed that too many newspapers had lost touch with their readership, being more concerned with the business office than with the editorial department. He observed that the newspaper's product—the newspaper itself—"must be judged by the quality of its news coverage, both local and worldwide, by the quality of its features, by the talent and creativity of its staff, by its pleasing appearance, its interest in and understanding of the communities it serves, and by the character and passion of its truth."5

Kaplan emphasized that a newspaper cannot "buy" circulation. Temporary spurts are possible with gimmicks, but the circulation dwindles when the gimmicks are no longer effective. He attributed growth of the circulation on the Record to the fact that the readers liked the kind of newspaper which was delivered to them each day. Kaplan also was quick to note that the increase in circulation also meant an increase in advertising lineage.6

5 "All It Takes To Start a Newspaper," loc. cit.
6 Ibid.
Chief Characteristics of the Record

Although the Record was not studied in detail for this problem, a glance at a representative issue, June 18, 1959, revealed that the newspaper played up the news events of the trade area in Orange county, and accompanied many of the area stories with pictures. Accented by large pictures, the Record emphasized good makeup throughout its tabloid pages. Double-column stories were used liberally in the five columns of each page. The wider columns and fewer number of columns on the pages gave a clean and attractive appearance to the newspaper. Style decreed that only the first letter of the initial word in each headline be capitalized.

Special typewriters had faces which resembled the Century Roman face used in most letterpress newspapers for body type. A variety of headlines also made the Record physically attractive. Issues averaged forty pages, and columns were eleven-and-a-half picas wide, sixteen inches long.

Since the Record was printed by the offset method, a process whereby page dummies were photographed and the negatives used in the preparation of printing plates, many items offered for sale in the display advertisements were accompanied by photographs, which would have been merely line drawings in a newspaper printed by the letterpress method.
Plant employing 63 quits Middletown for Walden

Pierce blames power company

500 volunteers search for boy missing 5 days

A&P stores may close at 6 p.m. Saturday
Departments usually were featured on double-page spreads and, besides the two editorials featured on the editorial pages, were columns such as "Reporter's Notebook" by Robert G. Shortal, "Washington Scene" by George Dixon, "Your Money's Worth" by Sylvia Porter, and "Off the Record," a series of local interest short paragraphs. Fletcher Knebel wrote some short political comments, and cartoons on the editorial pages were the traditional political sketch and "Grain and Bear It," "Carmichael" and "Laff-A-Day."


The Record employed the cold-type offset printing process which required only half the capital investment needed for traditional printing. The Times Herald was
an evening paper, but the reason Kaplan gave for making the Record a morning newspaper was that "TV cuts into evening readership." Actually the main issues at which the two publications were at odds were the different methods of printing and the morning-evening hours of the editions. Both newspapers were politically independent and they agreed on local issues, favoring industrial development and school bonds.6

6"It's War in Middletown," loc. cit.
CHAPTER IV

THE TIMES HERALD AND THE RECORD, 1955-1959

Changes in the Times Herald

Changes in the Times Herald between 1955 and 1959 which might be attributed to the pressure of the competition with the Record were measurable rather than obvious to the casual reader. While the eye might notice more liberal makeup and a greater number of pictures throughout the pages, the real changes were an economizing of the space on the pages, making every inch count both financially and editorially.

The most obvious change in the Times Herald over the four-year period in comparing with a ruler issues in 1955 and 1959 was the number of inches allotted to area news stories. Including accompanying pictures and headlines, the number of inches for area stories during the week of October 3-8, 1955, was 945, and for the comparable week in 1959 (October 10-17) a total of 1,676 inches for area stories was measured. This was an increase of seventy-five per cent over the four-year period.

Display advertising in the Times Herald, which might have decreased with a competitive newspaper in operation, maintained the same average of thirty-nine
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per cent of the total column inches in the week's issues both in 1955 and in 1959. A cursory glance at the 1959 issues indicated that some display advertising was lost, but this was due to the fact that the same percentage of advertising was spread throughout more pages which the Times Herald added by 1959 to better serve the readers.

A comparison of the October issues in 1955 and 1959 revealed more liberal makeup in the Times Herald. Large headlines and more attractive layouts accented by a wider use of double-column and even banner headlines were accompanied by more and better pictures in pointing up the visible changes in the newspaper. Style was maintained, however, in capitalizing all of the important words in the headlines.

Economy in the format of the newspaper resulted from the narrowing of the width of the columns. The twelve-pica column of 1955 had been replaced in 1959 by a ten-and-a-half pica column. The eight-column page had been retained, but with the narrower columns three inches of paper could be saved on each page, multiplying to sixty inches or five feet in an average twenty-four page issue. Five feet times the circulation of the Times Herald, which was approximately 13,000, would mean a daily saving of 65,000 feet of paper, and in consequence a substantial saving in paper expense.
This saving was further increased by the change in the length of the columns from twenty-two to twenty-one inches between 1955 and 1959.

Although stories of interest to women continued to be carried in the *Times Herald* in 1959 on special pages, the label of the magazine page had been discarded. Better headlines and more attractive layouts changed the appearance of the society page and more pictures of the social events accompanied the stories.

The layout of the editorial page also was changed in the years between 1955 and 1959. By 1959 the masthead had been moved to the bottom of the first column and the editorials were carried in double-column spreads with columns measuring fifteen picas instead of the customary ten-and-a-half picas in width. The comic cartoon on the editorial page was gone in 1959 and Westbrook Pegler had been replaced by George Sokolsky. In 1959 Hal Boyle's column had gained a permanent place on the editorial page, but the other columns retained the same locations which they held in 1955. Mary Haworth's Mail was near the society page, columns by Walter Winchell and Louella Parsons were dummied on the last page, Bob Thomas' "Hollywood" and Sam Dawson's "Business Mirror" were dummied each issue but on no particular page, and Othman's column was apparently no longer carried in the *Times Herald* in 1959.
Helping the Mentally Ill...

The Middletown State Hospital has opened a new unit for the mentally ill. The unit is designed to provide a more structured environment for patients. It includes areas for recreational and educational activities, as well as therapy rooms. The aim is to create a more stable and predictable setting.

TV's Dirty Lines

An interview with a prominent TV producer about the ethics of audience manipulation. The producer discusses the challenges of creating dramatic content while adhering to industry standards.

The Riverfront Arterial

A discussion on the future of the riverfront area and plans for development.

Bittersweet

By Dick Milburn

A review of a recent performance at the local theater.

Jim Bishop Reporter

An article on the challenges faced by local reporters in covering community events.

Schlesinger Memorandum

A detailed analysis of a recent memorandum by Schlesinger.

Remember

An essay on the importance of remembering historical events.

The Merry-Go-Round

A column on the lighter side, featuring humorous anecdotes and observations.
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"Sheinwold on Bridge" had been added to the comic strip page of the **Times Herald** by 1959, and comic strips added included "Mr. Abernathy," "Joe Palooka," "Judge Parker," "Mary Worth," and "Susie Z. Smith." The "Room and Board" comic cartoon had been replaced by "Mr. Breger," and "Big Ben Bolt" and "Etta Kett" were no longer carried.

Perhaps the most significant change in the **Times Herald** between 1955 and 1959 was the boost in circulation. The 1955 circulation of 10,000 which was a good average for a city the size of Middletown, had been boosted to 13,000 by 1959. Of course, during this same period the **Record** had boosted its circulation from 5,244 to 18,748, an astonishing 357 per cent increase. The conservative 3,000 increase for the **Times Herald** was commendable, however, in that the newspaper had considered its coverage adequate at 10,000 for a city the size of Middletown; and indeed, the circulation of the **Times Herald** compared favorably with that of other cities of similar size at the lower figure.

A change which reflected the strong competition of the **Record** may be noted in the advertising linage figures for the **Times Herald** between 1955 and 1959. For 1955 the total linage was 6,348,703 while the total for 1959 was 5,651,885. The loss in revenue from this half-million decrease in linage in the four years was
offset somewhat, of course, by the economy in paper which in turn cut costs.

Curiously enough, an analysis of the Times Herald in comparable weeks of October of 1955 and 1959 belies the decrease in linage recorded in statistics. The week of October 3-8 in 1955 brought a total of 93,548 agate lines for display advertising, and the week of October 12-17 in 1959 brought a total of 97,903. The week of October 10-15 in 1955 was a special week in Middletown with a fall festival being observed (apparently no longer observed in 1959) and the total linage was an expanded 117,897; but this could not be considered a normal week.

A further comparison of the first week of October in 1955 and the second week of October in 1959 indicates that the total number of inches given to news of the Middletown trade territory was increased in the Times Herald from 945 inches in the October, 1955, week to 1,676 inches in the October, 1959, week. This was a boost of seventy-five per cent in area coverage and is representative of the accelerated effort to satisfy the subscribers.

Progress of the Record

Besides the excellent record of progress made by the offset newspaper in circulation and advertising
during its first three years of operation, the Record won two Ayer awards for typographical excellence in the tabloid class. Ayer awards are coveted recognition for excellence in various newspaper categories. The awards earned by the Record were remarkable achievements in view of the fact that the staff was inexperienced in the offset method when the newspaper was created, and the first press apparently was not large enough and not able to satisfy the progressive concepts of the Record's imaginative staff. The newspaper started with a Waldron Trailblazer, but later purchased were a three-unit Hantscho web offset press and a Sheridan inserter.¹

The area of greatest achievement for the Record in its first three years of operation was the outstanding 357 per cent increase in circulation. Complete circulation figures were available from N. W. Ayer and Son's Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals and Editor and Publisher and indicated that the Record achieved a 5,244 circulation in its first six months of publication by the end of 1956, and increased to 13,748 circulation by 1959. Stability of the increase in circulation was supported by the management's claim that the increase was the result of sound circulation promotion and not a

¹"All It Takes To Start a Newspaper," op. cit., p. 11.
result of the use of gimmicks and premiums. Advertising lineage totals for the Record were as scarce as the circulation figures were plentiful. Only Editor and Publisher supplied advertising data, which showed the total lineage for 1959, and indicated that the Record still was behind the Times Herald. The total advertising lineage for the Record for 1959 was 5,482,624 and compared not unfavorably with the 5,651,885 total advertising lineage for the Times Herald for the same year, especially since the Times Herald was an advertising medium of long standing in the community and the Record had been in operation only three years.

Comparison of the Two Publications

Despite their different formats, the two newspapers of Middletown were similar in available space because the Times Herald, with eight-column pages of traditional size, averaged twenty-four pages per issue while the Record, with five-column pages of tabloid size, averaged forty-two pages per issue.

A look at copies of the Times Herald and the Record brings into focus the major difference between the two publications. This difference is not to be construed as a superiority of one newspaper over the other, but rather reflects the two personalities developed by these two strong publications. The comparison might be
likened to that effected by a consideration of the two cities, Kansas City and Wichita. Kansas City might be described as tight in structure, with narrow streets and tall buildings and a facade marked by historically conservative design in combination with modern radical accents, while Wichita could be labeled as liberal, with wide streets and low, modern buildings, entirely progressive in its outlook. The Times Herald, like conservative Kansas City, conformed to that which is considered conservative in newspapers: a regularity of headlines, departmental organization, routine summary leads for stories. The Record, on the other hand, featured the modernized format with five-column pages in tabloid size accented by banner headlines and horizontal layouts.

The Times Herald, which lost advertising linage steadily after the Record began operation, nevertheless was still ahead of the offset newspaper at the end of 1959. In each of the four years from 1956 to 1959, the Times Herald dropped in advertising linage so that there was a difference of over a half-million agate lines in the totals from 1955 to 1959. The only statistics on advertising linage available for the Record, that of the total for 1959, also indicated that the Record was within 169,261 agate lines of matching the Times Herald's 1959 total advertising linage of 5,651,885.
Tabulated, the advertising linage picture looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Times Herald</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>6,348,703</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>6,315,278</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>5,854,451</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>5,741,644</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>5,651,885</td>
<td>5,482,624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Record won hands down in the battle of circulation with its 357 per cent increase in the three years following its first six months of publication. True, in that same period the Times Herald achieved a creditable record in increasing circulation, but not the phenomenal one marking the Record's effort. The circulation figures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Times Herald</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>10,290</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>10,269</td>
<td>5,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>10,297</td>
<td>7,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>13,409</td>
<td>12,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>13,010</td>
<td>10,748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of the two newspapers does not indicate any marked differences in purpose and suggests that the one real difference is one of appearance. And yet, intrinsic in that difference in appearance is, perhaps, a hint of the personalities of the two newspapers. The Record was marked by a buoyancy enhanced by its new and novel approach to newspaper publication, and the Times Herald was measured by the solidity of its conservatism,
strong but never stodgy.

EFFECT OF THE COMPETITION

Opinions of Management

Active and strong competition between the daily newspapers in Middletown and increasing circulation for both provided the situation in 1959 which Albert Brucker, writing in the Saturday Review, used in pointing up the advantages of competitive newspaper operation. In an article intriguingly entitled, "Is the Press Writing Its Obituary?" Brucker called attention to the progressive movement in Middletown and suggested that any professional journalist would claim that a town the size of Middletown could not support two newspapers. Evidence to support the conclusion that competition was profitable, however, came from the fact that the town which three years before had only one newspaper with 10,000 circulation—about the average expected for a town the size of Middletown—now had two daily newspapers with a combined circulation of 30,000.1 (Actually, the combined circulation of the two newspapers at the end of 1958 was approximately 26,000, and at the end of 1959, approximately 31,000.)

CHAPTER V

EFFECT OF THE COMPETITION

Opinions of Management

Active and strong competition between the daily newspapers in Middletown and increasing circulation for both provided the situation in 1959 which Herbert Brucker, writing in the Saturday Review, used in pointing up the advantages of competitive newspaper operation. In an article intriguingly entitled, "Is the Press Writing Its Obituary?" Brucker called attention to the progressive movement in Middletown and suggested that any professional journalist would claim that a town the size of Middletown could not support two newspapers. Evidence to support the conclusion that competition was profitable, however, came from the fact that the town which three years before had only one newspaper with 10,000 circulation—about the average expected for a town the size of Middletown—now had two daily newspapers with a combined circulation of 30,000.¹ (Actually, the combined circulation of the two newspapers at the end of 1958 was approximately 26,000, and at the end of 1959, approximately 31,000.)

If fairy tales ever came true, the competition of the two daily newspapers in Middletown would perhaps be the first to serve as an example. In two years, from 1957 to 1959, the two newspapers were boasting circulations which, combined, totaled over 31,000. The conservative long-time newspaper, the Times Herald, increased circulation 50 per cent in the two years, while the younger, the Record, increased circulation by 150 per cent.

The owner of the Times Herald, Ralph M. Ingersoll, and the editor of the Record, David Bernstein, during the four-year period covered by this study were equally proud of their achievements under the pressure of competition in this city of 22,000. Both leaders in the journalism profession, they looked upon the results in Middletown as a reflection of the high standards and quality sought by American journalism.

Ralph M. Ingersoll, in a letter sent from Elizabeth, New Jersey, where he is now owner of the daily newspaper, commented that the Times Herald was "quite happy with the circulation around 10,000 and it was largely sold on the newsstands on a non-returnable basis." After the morning newspaper began operation in Middletown, Ingersoll said that the Times Herald met the challenge by establishing tube routes\(^2\) to

\(^2\)Tube routes are newspaper routes in rural areas serviced by newspaper personnel who travel by truck or car and place subscribers' newspapers in circular metal tubes mounted beside the road.
provide same-day delivery to rural areas around Middle-
town.

Ingersoll admitted, however, that the coming of an
opposition newspaper to Middletown "stimulated newspaper
sales in general." The Times Herald did improve the
physical product by buying a new press and changing to
a new type font; but Ingersoll suggested, "I think it
was the fact that, with another paper in town, people
took a new look at the Times Herald—and found they
liked it better than they thought they had."

Contacted for information, David Bernstein wrote
from Binghamton, New York, where he now is president and
editor of the Binghamton Sun. Commenting on just how
the Record was able to boost circulation 150 per cent
in two years, Bernstein indicated, "There was no great
secret to our methods. The Record dispensed with all the
various gimmicks and other devices, such as premiums,
cook books, magazine subscriptions, insurance policies
and the like."

The theory of the Record, Bernstein explained, was
that "if you produce a first-rate newspaper and acquaint
the potential readers with its quality, you will trans-
form those potential readers into actual subscribers."
In the light of this theory, the Record management, as
soon as the quality of the publication was established,
initiated a carefully planned program of route-by-route
distribution of papers to non-subscribers for one week, followed by house calls by the carrier boys accompanied by adult circulation district men.

Bernstein commented that "quality, imagination, responsibility and enterprise in the editing of the newspaper itself are the keys to survival and growth."

Thus the spirit of the two competitive newspapers was reflected in the personalities of the two men who controlled their publication.

Opinions of Subscribers

Subscribers contacted for reactions to the competition and for opinions on the benefits of the two newspapers tended to reflect their own personalities in their comments, as suggested in answer patterns to questionnaires circulated at random in Middletown with no attempt at an exhaustive survey. The more conservative-appearing citizens found the Times Herald more to their liking, while seemingly younger and more liberal readers were challenged by the modern focus of the Record. Most subscribers contacted did not subscribe to a metropolitan paper outside of Middletown; therefore, they depended upon the daily newspapers in Middletown to give them the latest in national and international coverage as well as local news. General observations made by studying the comments of the subscribers revealed that the Record excelled in photography, but some of the stories in the tabloid were
labeled as sensational; otherwise, preferences of the subscribers emphasized the difference in delivery time, the physical size of the two newspapers, and the emphasis on local and national coverage of news.

Individual comments from various subscribers actually were almost contradictory in their reasoning. On the side of the *Times Herald*, for instance, one subscriber thought the news in the *Times Herald* was "more current and accurate," and another believed the *Times Herald* carried better pictures as well as better news coverage. Other partisan subscribers mentioned that the *Times Herald* even had better carrier boys and that the evening delivery time was an advantage. One strong supporter of the *Times Herald* suggested that the major difference between the two newspapers was "format and reporting versus sensationalism."

Ironically, much the same reasons were given by those who favored the *Record*. One subscriber who claimed that the *Record* had better pictures and less biased reporting suggested that the *Record* was welcomed because people "like new things." Another subscriber referred to the "more objective reporting" in the *Record*, and still another cited the "better advertising" as an advantage of the *Record*. One subscriber gave the *Record* the edge for more interesting presentation and layout, and believed that the size was a big factor in the
preference of some for the offset publication; indeed, several who favored the Record commented on the compact size and physical makeup of the morning newspaper.

Some Middletown residents tried to be non-partisan and attempted to evaluate the two newspapers by comparing their strong points. One subscriber to both the Times Herald and the Record believed that the Times Herald gave Middletown news and the Record emphasized news of other localities around Middletown. This same subscriber also suggested that the Record was set up on a basis similar to the New York News in picture appeal, with more pictorial content and a tendency toward the controversial in policy. Another subscriber believed the two newspapers had the same news coverage and attributed the Record's achievement in circulation to "aggressiveness supporting a provocative paper."

Then, of course, as with most groups commenting upon anything, one person seemed to distrust both papers, suggesting that while accuracy and honesty were generally lacking in both of the newspapers, the absence "was more noticeable in the Times Herald."

A colorful comment from a prominent citizen in Middletown summed up the views of those who welcomed the new publication with its offset format and progressive outlook:
We have one newspaper of many years standing that settled into itself with security. In the past five years a lively paper of independence has come in like a catfish in a barrel of carp, stirring issues and economics on a broad front. Much creativity has come from it up and down the scale of community health.

**Opinions of Advertisers**

For the most part the business firms of Middletown advertised in both the *Times Herald* and the *Record*, and many firms indicated they had increased their advertising budgets to meet the adjustment of advertising in the two publications. Reasons for the changes in the advertising budgets were varied, however, and some firms might have increased their budgets for advertising even if the new publication had not begun operation. For instance, one of the leading motor car agencies boosted advertising because of the addition of two new lines of automobiles. Another advertiser indicated that new firms similar to his forced him to increase advertising to meet the new competition.

The manager of the leading department store in Middletown summed up the opinions of most of the advertisers contacted when he concisely suggested that the increase in advertising was made to "increase sales." Influence of a national organization's inflexible budget was reflected in the remarks of the manager of a retail outlet of a well-known mail order firm. The manager
indicated that he advertised in both the *Times Herald* and the *Record*, but that his total advertising budget remained the same after the coming of the offset newspaper.

Another apparently distrustful citizen was noted among the advertisers, and he, the manager of a chain drug store in Middletown, curtly answered, "No," when asked whether he advertised in the *Times Herald*; and asked whether he advertised in the *Record*, his answer again was "No." Asked whether he had altered his advertising budget since the coming of the *Record*, his reply was a frank, "Curtailed all advertising. No results."

Whatever else may be said of the newspaper competition in Middletown, one definite result was the awakening of the people to the importance and the power of the press and to the fact that news events easily can be interpreted several ways. Subscribers aligned themselves behind one or the other of the two apparently different publications according to their personal interests and impressions of the newspapers, rather than because one newspaper truly excelled the other. Those who favored one newspaper generally made little effort to disparage the merits of the other publication. Many subscribers were cognizant of the forward strides made by both newspapers in the four years following the introduction of competition in Middletown.
CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION OF THE COMPETITION

End of the Competition

The closing chapter of the story of newspaper competition in Middletown, New York, began with the sale of the Times Herald late in 1959 by Ralph M. Ingersoll to Ottaway Newspapers-Radio, Inc., led by James H. Ottaway. Included in the sale was the Port Jervis Union-Gazette, which Ingersoll had purchased in 1958 and the issues of which subsequently were printed at the Middletown Times Herald plant. The purchase by the Ottaway interests marked the first venture of the organization into competitive community journalism, but Ottaway had had two independent surveys made of the Middletown newspaper and found the business to be sound and strong. The transaction between Ingersoll and Ottaway interests took place in November of 1959.¹

After the sale of his Middletown interests, Ingersoll and a group of investors purchased ninety per cent of the Elizabeth, New Jersey, Daily Journal. In commenting on the changes, Ingersoll said that he believed that independent medium-sized newspapers were the

"true keepers of the faith." Not too large to lose their individuality nor their human touch, these newspapers, Ingersoll suggested, "are still large enough to defend independence of thought and action with financial strength. 2

Five months after purchase of the Times Herald, the Ottaway organization acquired controlling interest in the Record. The new purchase brought the Ottaway holdings to eight newspapers and three radio stations in three states, and also heralded the end of true competition between the two newspapers in Middletown. Ottaway indicated, however, that the two newspapers would continue to be independently operated. 3

Skeptics and those who knew the ways of journalism and its pressures and demands must have nodded their heads at this second stage in the development of Ottaway interests in Middletown, and perhaps they stood by anticipating the next move. They did not have long to wait.

On October 1, 1960, the Times Herald carried an eight-column banner on the front page: "Times Herald, Record Combine," with the tagline reading, "To Continue as Morning Tabloid." Thus the last chapter of the saga

2 Ibid., p. 66.

3 "Middletown Record Sold to Ottaway," Editor and Publisher, XCIII (April 23, 1960), p. 23.
of the experiment with newspaper competition in Middletown was being written into the annals of American journalism.

The lead story of the October 1 edition announced the merger with the promise, "By uniting the traditions and talents of the Times Herald with the new concepts of journalism and printing introduced by the Record, we can assure both reader and advertiser a newspaper without equal in local history."4 The statement came from James Ottaway, president of the Ottaway organization.

The combined publication was to carry a new nameplate, the Times Herald-Record, but Editor and Publisher, announcing the merger in its October 8 issue, mentioned that the Record logotype would predominate.5

A front-page editorial entitled, "A Statement," and bearing the signature of James Ottaway, said:

Since our purchase of the Times Herald in November, 1959, and the Daily Record in April, 1960, we were determined to publish both newspapers successfully.

Despite the loyalty and good work of both newspaper staffs, this has become impossible.

The area we serve is not large enough to support two high quality daily newspapers. This is an experience that newspaper publishers have had in cities of similar size throughout the United States.6

---


5"One Morning Daily Now in Middletown," Editor and Publisher, XCIII (October 8, 1960), p. 15.

The lead story supported Ottaway's statement that a thorough study of both newspapers "indicated that the operation of two independent newspapers in a community the size of Middletown was not economically feasible." 7

Apparently aware that many subscribers had a sentimental attachment to the long-time Times Herald, the editors included in the lead story announcing the merger a number of paragraphs outlining the history of the Times Herald and called attention to the achievements and awards earned by that publication through the years. Editor and Publisher caught the significance of the merger, however, in the opening paragraphs of its story about the end of newspaper competition in Middletown:

After four years and two months of prize-winning competitive journalism, Middletown became a one-newspaper town again this week.

A 25,000 population city in the heart of a large rural-industrial zone called the Golden-area for promotional purposes, Middletown lost its evening newspaper, the Times Herald, a 109-year-old product of consolidations. 8

That the Ottaway organization was completely sold on the economy and ease of the offset process was evident in a reference made to the Port Jervis Union-Gazette, acquired with the purchase of the Times Herald from Ralph M. Ingersoll. In the lead story of the October 1

7"Times Herald-Record Combine," loc. cit.
8"One Morning Daily Now in Middletown," loc. cit.
issue of the Times Herald announcing the merger, a statement was made that the Port Jervis newspaper would not be affected by the consolidation, along with the statement to the effect that the Port Jervis newspaper had been published since September 3, 1960, in the Record building. This meant that the Port Jervis publication had been employing the offset process for a month before the merger was announced, although the Union-Gazette had been printed in the Times Herald plant after Ingersoll had purchased the Port Jervis newspaper.9

The finality of the relegation of the Times Herald to the past insofar as newspaper publication in Middletown was concerned was obvious in the decision that the Times Herald building, a comparatively new structure completed early in 1958, would be used merely for commercial printing to service the Times Herald-Record.

Commendation of the Times Herald

To determine whether the Times Herald really lost the battle of the competition in Middletown, a question needs an answer: Was the Ottaway organization truly convinced that the offset process and the Record policies reflected the modern trend in American journalism,
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or was the management influenced only by the economy of the offset process in newspaper publication?

When he authorized the construction of the new Times Herald building, Ralph M. Ingersoll must have forseen a good future for the long-time conservative daily newspaper which had served the community for a century. The obvious tone of appeasement in the October 1 issue of the Times Herald also revealed that the Ottaway organization was cognizant of the strength and the following of the Times Herald. Although the fresh approach of the Record cannot be denied, the Times Herald had been recognized as one of the leading small city dailies in the East. Recipient of many awards from various organizations in testimony to its service to the community, the Times Herald also was known for its journalistic excellence. The newspaper had, in addition, provided off-campus training for students of the Graduate School of Journalism of Columbia University for twenty-two years, a stamp of approval of its policies and achievements.

Another Look at Brucker

The outcome of the experiment with newspaper competition in Middletown would seem to bear out Herbert Brucker's contention that newspapers have grown "costly beyond the reach of a single individual." Brucker
further concluded that large newspaper corporations tend to be controlled by businessmen, not by journalistic prophets, and that "businessmen prove their worth by producing dividends, not by crawling out on editorial limbs or risking their own or other people's money in experiments that may fail."\(^{10}\)

J. R. Cominsky, publisher of the Saturday Review, expressed much the same view when he addressed the Rochester Junior League of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce:

> It is no longer enough to be a good newspaper or a good magazine of high standards, of dedication to high ideals. The life or death sentence will come from the mechanics of operation. This is one of the prices we have paid for our inflationary spiral, for apprentice limitation by labor unions, not in keeping with our economic growth, and for the resultant vast capital for investment now necessary for any publishing enterprise. So mechanics are calling the tune for survival, and it is inevitable that people concentrate on what permits them to survive.\(^{11}\)

Evidence indicates that the die is cast, that for journalism the pendulum has swung widely from the professional journalist to the industrialist to satisfy the basic need for survival—money. But this very penchant for profit, not service, may be a force which may jeopardize the traditions of the press which have

\(^{10}\)Brucker, loc. cit.

\(^{11}\)J. R. Cominsky, excerpt from an address, Editor and Publisher, XLIII (April 25, 1959), p. 10.
been powerful in the United States for three hundred years. However hackneyed the label, "champion of truth," the ferreting out of the truth still is the richest responsibility of the journalism profession, perhaps more so now in an era where there is a discernable shifting from objective to interpretive reporting.

Although the new Times Herald-Record in Middletown, New York, may be a commendable publication and serve the Goldenarea well, the light of enterprise which was brightened by a lively experiment conducted so nobly for over four years has been sent flickering by cold economy. And some who watched the experiment—and hoped—are chilled by the result, a foretoken of the end to which American journalism seems to be rushing.
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